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3.  Polynomials 
 
3.1  Parabola primer 
 
A parabola is the graph of a quadratic (degree 2) polynomial, 
that is, a parabola is polynomial of the form: 

standard form:  y = ax2 + bx + c . 

When we are given a polynomial of the above form, we often 
want to rewrite it in a way that reveals a particular property of 
the parabola, for example we might want to "see" its zeros or 
its vertex.  In fact there are two other useful forms, and we 
will look at each of these in more detail and recall how to 
move from one to another. 

factored form:   y = a(x–r)(x–s). 

completion of the square:    y = a(x–r)2 + k 

Each of these three algebraic forms has 3 parameters.  That's 
because three pieces of information are needed to specify a 
parabola.  [How are we to think of that geometrically?  Here’s 
one way: that there is a unique parabola passing through any 
three (non-collinear) points.  Can you find other ways?  Some 
of these are given below.] 
 
 
The factored form.   
The graph at the right displays three versions of the parabola: 

y = a(x–1)(x–5). 

This nice thing about this factored form is that it gives us the 
zeros of the polynomial––they are x=1 and x=5.   
 
It is easy from here to find the vertex.  Because of the bilateral 
symmetry, its x-value is half-way between the zeros, and that 
puts it at x=3 (3 is halfway between 1 and 5).  The height of 
the vertex is got by putting x=3 into the equation.  For exam-
ple, for the case a=2: 

y = 2(x–1)(x–5) 

the vertex has height  y(3) = 2(3–1)(3–5)  =  –8, and so the 
vertex is at (3,–8).   
 
Note that the case a=–1 is the mirror image in the x-axis of 
the case a=+1.   In general, if a is positive, the parabola opens 
up, and if a is negative, the parabola opens down.  
 
 

The parabola is an impor-
tant curve for us, so it’s 
worth having algebraic 
command of it.  Further-
more, the algebraic ma-
nipulations we work with 
here and the relationships 
we employ between the 
algebra and the geometry 
are important for other 
kinds of curves as well. 
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Three parabolas: 
y = 2(x–1)(x–5). 
y = (x–1)(x–5). 

y = –(x–1)(x–5). 
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Completion of the square.   
The graph at the right displays three versions of the parabola: 

y = a(x–3)2 + 5. 

The nice thing about this algebraic form is that it gives us the 
vertex of the polynomial––it is at (3,5), no matter what a is.   
 
How do we see this?  Take, for example the case a=1: 

y = (x–3)2 + 5. 

Since (x–3)2 is always ≥ 0, y is always ≥ 5.  Since y equals 5 at 
x=3, 5 must be the minimum value of y.  But the minimum 
height of a parabola which opens up is the vertex.  Thus the 
vertex is at x=3, y=5.   
 
Another important feature of this form is that it always exists!  
Every quadratic polynomial can be written in this form.  Every 
parabola has a vertex.   
 
 
Example.  A parabola has vertex at (–1,2) and has y-intercept 
5.  Find its equation. 
 
Solution.  Since the vertex is at (–1,2) the equation has the 
form: 

y = a(x+1)2 + 2. 

The fact that the y-intercept is 5 tells us that y=5 at x=0.  Plug 
this into the equation: 

5 = a(0+1)2 + 2  =  a + 2. 

This solves to give a=3.  Hence the equation is: 

y = 3(x+1)2 + 2. 

 
 
 
When does factored form = completion of square? 
It's worth observing that there's one case in which these two 
special forms coincide, and that's when the quadratic has ex-
actly one zero, so that must occur right at the vertex.  For ex-
ample, a few of the parabolas 

y = a(x–3)2  

are graphed at the right.  They all have y=0 at x=3, but this is 
the only such point, and so the graphs must sit right on the x-
axis, contacting it only at x=3.   
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y = 2(x–3)2+5. 
y = (x–3)2+5. 

y = –(x–3)2+5. 
The parameter a gives us a measure 
of how fast the parabola rises or 
falls as we leave the vertex in either 
direction. 
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From one form to another. 
 
Special to standard.  These are the easy ones––just expand 
and collect like powers of x.  For example, here’s how to do it 
starting with a completed square: 

y = 2(x–4)2 – 12 

= 2(x2 – 8x + 16) – 12 

= 2x2 – 16x + 20 

and this is the standard form.   
 
Standard to factored.  This is a bit of an exercise in pattern 
recognition.  For example: 

y  =  x2 – 3x – 40   

=  (x–8)(x+5). 

We find the zeros 8 and –5 by observing that they must multi-
ply to give –40, and must add to give –3.  
 
Two remarks.  First, not every quadratic has a factored form––
it has to have zeros, that is, the graph has to cross the x-axis.   
Secondly the quadratic may have zeros but they might be hard 
to guess at.  In this case, we can always get them from the 
quadratic formula (see below).  For example,  

y  =  x2 – 2x – 2 

= ( )( )3131 +−−− xx . 

The two zeros 31±  are found with the quadratic formula.  
 
Standard to completed square.  Again the method relies on a 
template.  For example, suppose we want to complete the 
square of: 

y = –2x2 + 12x – 13   

We begin by taking the leading term out of the first two terms.   

y = –2(x2 – 6x) – 13. 

Now we use the perfect square template to put what we need 
into the brackets to make a perfect square out of the x-terms   

y = –2(x2 – 6x + 9 – 9) – 13 

and we reorganize so that the perfect square is on its own: 

y = –2(x2 – 6x + 9)  + 18 – 13 

y = –2(x–3)2 + 5. 

 

The factored template 
To get the zeros we keep 
in mind the template 

(x+a)(x+b) 

= x2 + (a+b)x + ab. 

which we work back-
wards.   

Perfect-square 
templates 

(x+a)2  = x2 + 2ax + a2. 

(x–a)2  = x2 – 2ax + a2. 

To make  (x2–6x)  into a 
perfect square we have to 
add the square of 6/2, and 
this is 32 =9.  Of course to 
keep the equation valid, 
we must then subtract the 
9. 

Different forms are useful 
for different purposes, and 
it's important to know how 
to move easily from one to 
another, from the standard 
form to either of the two 
special forms, and vice-
versa. 

The quadratic formula 
used to find the zeros: 

y  =  x2 – 2x – 2 

x=
( ) ( )

2
2442 −−±−−

 

=  31±  
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Finding the zeros. 
How do you find the zeros of a quadratic polynomial?  Well, 
that can depend on what form you are given.  If you have ei-
ther of the two special forms, then the zeros are immediate.   
 
Factored form.  Here the zeros are displayed right in the equa-
tion.  For example, to find the zeros of  y=5(x–2)(x+3), we 
have to solve the equation: 

0  =  5(x–2)(x+3)   

and the solutions are clearly  x=2 and x=–3..   
 
Completed square form.  Here we simply have to rearrange 
the equation and then take a square root. 

(x–3)2 – 5  =  0 

(x–3)2  =  5 

(x–3)  =  ± 5  

x  =  3± 5  
 
It's worth noting that if there are no zeros, this will be imme-
diately clear.  For example,  

(x–3)2  + 5  =  0 

(x–3)2  =  –5 

This clearly has no solutions since a square can never be nega-
tive. 
 
 
Standard form.  Here you might first ask if it can be easily 
factored.  Alternatively, you can complete the square.  In both 
these cases you then proceed as above.  But there is also al-
ways the quadratic formula.  Here is an example: 

:  3x2 – 5x + 1 = 0 

Using the quadratic formula 

⎩
⎨
⎧

≈
±+

=
−±+

=
23.0
43.1

6
135

6
12255x  

 
 

The quadratic formula 
The zeros of the polynomial  

y  = ax2 + bx + c 
are  

a
acbbx

2
42 −±−

=  

provided the discriminant  

D  =  b2 – 4ac 

is greater than or equal to zero.  
[If it isn't, then there are no 
zeros.]   
 
This formula is derived by 
completing the square of the 
quadratic and then solving for 
x by taking a square root.   
 
Life offers many formulas, 
some quite enticing.  This is 
one of the few that we commit 
to memory, and you might want 
do the same. 
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Finding maxes and mins. 
Finding the maximum and minimum values of a quadratic 
function is simply a matter of finding the vertex of the graph 
which is a parabola.  If the parabola opens up, the vertex will 
provide the minimum of the function.  If the parabola opens 
down, the vertex will provide the maximum of the function. 
 
Example 1 
Find the maximum value of  f(x) = x(6–x). 
 
Solution.  The graph is a parabola opening down (because the 
x2 term is negative) and so the maximum of f(x) will occur at 
the vertex.  Now the form in which the equation is presented 
immediately gives us the zeros, x=0 and x=6 (the places 
where the graph crosses the x-axis).  Since the parabola is 
bilaterally symmetric, the vertex must be half-way between 
these zeros at x=3.  Hence f(x) is a maximum at x=3 and takes 
maximum value  

f(3)=3(6–3) = 9. 
at this point. 
 
Example 2 
Find the value of x which makes f(x)  =  3(x–4)2 + 7   a mini-
mum. 
 
Solution.  The graph is a parabola opening up and the mini-
mum value of f(x) will occur at the vertex.  The completed 
square form of the expression gives us the vertex right away 
as x=4, y=7.  Hence f(x) is a minimum at x=4 and takes mini-
mum value 7 at this point.   
 
 
Example 3 
Choose x to minimize f(x)  =  x2 – 8x + 25. 
 
Solution.  The graph is again a parabola opening up, but it is 
not presented in either of the nice forms of Examples 1 or 2.  
One strategy is to try to rewrite it to put it in one of those 
forms.  For this particular example, the first form doesn’t 
work as there are no zeros but the second form does.  [The 
second form always works––you can always complete the 
square.]   

f(x)  =  x2 – 8x + 25   

= (x2 – 8x + 16) + 9  =   (x–4)2 + 9. 

This gives us the vertex at (4,9).  The function is a minimum 
at x=4 and takes minimum value 9.   
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A neat maximization trick.  
 
Example 4.   
Choose x to minimize f(x)  =  5x2 – 3x + 7. 
 
Solution.  The graph is a parabola opening up, but it is not 
presented in either of the nice forms of Examples 1 or 2.  One 
strategy is to try to rewrite it to put it in one of those forms.  
For this particular example, the first form doesn’t work as 
there are no real zeros, but of course the second form does, 
though this involves a bit of manipulation in completing the 
square, and fractions arise.   
 
Anyway, neither of these is the way that we would do the 
problem.  Here’s our way. 
 
The value of x which minimizes   5x2 – 3x + 7 
is the same as the x which minimizes  5x2 – 3x   
is the same as the x which minimizes  x(5x–3) 
 
That’s clear enough, to minimize the first expression, we just 
need to minimize the x-stuff, and that’s exactly what the sec-
ond expression is.  But the second expression can be immedi-
ately factored, displaying the zeros as x=0 and x=3/5.  The 
minimum is at the vertex which is at x=3/10, halfway between 
the zeros.  Hence f(x) takes its minimum at x=3/10, and has 
minimum value  

f(3/10)  =  5(3/10)2 – 3(3/10) + 7  =  6.55. 

 
We will find this method quite useful.   
 
 
 
 
Example 5.  
Find the value of x which makes f(x)  =  8 – 3(x–2)4   a max-
mum. 
 
Solution.  The graph is not a parabola as this is a fourth degree 
polynomial.  But its simple structure permits an immediate 
analysis.  Since fourth powers are always positive (or zero) we 
have  

(x–2)4  ≥  0 
and that implies that   

f(x)  ≤  8. 
Since f(2) = 8, the maximum value of f(x) will be 8 assumed at 
x=2.  

This is a really neat way to 
find the vertex of a parabola 
which is given in standard 
form––the sort of simple but 
powerful trick you wish 
you’d thought of yourself.  
The geometric idea behind it 
is this.   
• Any parabola can be 
raised or lowered so that it 
passes through the origin.   
• The two zeros of the new 
parabola are easily found 
(since one of these is x=0). 
• The vertex of the new 
parabola is then easily 
found.   
• The new vertex has the 
same x-coordinate as the old, 
so the old vertex is then eas-
ily found. 

I include this example, 
tucked away at the end of the 
section, because I threw it 
out to the class as a warm-up 
exercise––just some small 
thing to ring a slight varia-
tion on something they knew 
well––and none of them 
knew what to do!  That com-
pletely bowled me over.  
What do you think is difficult 
here? 
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Problems 
1.  Make a rough sketch of the following parabolas, marking the coordinates of the vertex.  In each case 
there's very little calculation to be done––you can do it by inspection.   
(a)  y = 3(x–1)(x–7) 
(b)  y = –2(x+4)(x–1) 
(c)  y = 5x(x–3) 
(d)  y = 1–(x+1)(x–3) 
(e)  y = x(x–4) + 3 
(f)  y = x2 – 2 
(g)  y =2(x–2)2  
(h)  y = (x+2)2 – 2 
(i)  y = 3–(x–3)2  
(j)  y = 4–x2  
 
 
2.  Complete the square of each of the following polynomials, make a rough sketch of the graph and mark 
on this sketch the coordinates of the vertex.  Find the zeros if any. 
(a)  y = x2 – 4x – 5 
(b)  y = x2 + 6x + 1 
(c)  y = 3x2 + 12x – 6 
(d)  y = –x2 + 6x + 1 
(e)  y = 4x2 – 1  
(f)  y = x2 + 5x – 5 
(g)  y = x(x–8) 
 
 
3.  Either by factoring or by rearranging or by use of the quadratic formula find the roots of the following 
quadratic polynomials, or state that none exist.  When the roots are irrational, find them precisely in as sim-
ple a form as possible, and find also a 2-place decimal approximation. 
(a)  y = x2 – 4x – 1 
(b)  y = 2(x–2)2 – 5 
(c)  y = 2(x–2)2 + 5 
(d)  y = –x2 + 6x – 1 
(e)  y = 4x2 – 6x + 5 
(f)  y = x2 – 2x – 3 
(g)  y = x(x–8) + 16 
(h)  y = 2x2 + 5x + 2 
(i)  y = x2 + 6x + 4 
 
 
4.  In each case find the value of x which makes f(x) either a minimum or a maximum and specify whether 
we have a max or a min. 
(a) f(x)  =  (x+1)(x–3)  
(b) f(x)  =  2 + (x–4)2  
(c) f(x)  =  4 – (x+4)2  
(d) f(x)  =  x2 – 12x + 27  
(e) f(x)  =  x2 –4x + 5  
(f) f(x)  =  2 – (x–4)4  
*(g) f(x)  =  [2 + (x–4)2]–1 
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5. Prove that 2282 +− xx  can never be less than 6. 
 
 
6.  Show that the maximum value of 224 xx − is 144. 
 
 
7.  Investigation of the effect of a in the equation  y = a(x–c)2 + b .  
On the same set of axes draw graphs of the three parabolas: 

y = (x–1)2 – 4  
y = 4(x–1)2 – 4  
y = –(x–1)2 – 4  

 
Describe in simple language the relationship between the three curves. 
 
 
8.  In each case sketch the graphs of a number of members of the family of parabolas, enough to allow us 
to see the effect of changes in the parameter a.  In each case label each curve with the value of the parame-
ter. 

(a)  y = ax2 – 1. 

(b)  y = (x–a)2  

(c)  y = (x–1)2 + a 

(d)  y = (x–a)2  

 
 
9.  For different values of the parameter a, we get different parabolas of the family   

y = x(x–a) 

(a)  Sketch a number of these on a single set of axes, and label each curve with the value of the parameter. 
(b)  It turns out that the set of vertices of the family of parabolas in (a) lies along a parabola. From consid-
erations of symmetry, deduce what the vertex of the parabola must be.  Make a rough sketch of this “pa-
rabola of vertices” and use it to improve your sketch of part (a).  
(c)  Show algebraically that the set of vertices of the parabolas in (a) lies along a parabola.  [This is a very 
fine and quite discriminating exercise.] 
 
 
10.  You know that the square of any real number is at least zero.  So if x and y are non-negative real num-

bers, then  0)( 2 ≥− yx .  Show that this implies that xyyx
≥

+
2

.  The left side of this expression is 

called the arithmetic mean of two numbers x and y and right side is referred to as their geometric mean.  
You have proved that the arithmetic mean is at least as great is the geometric mean.  
 
 


